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Onkyo sks-ht993thx best buy

Picture unavailable forColour: I bought this SKS-HT993THX 7.1 suite surrounded for my home theater that uses the Onkyo TX-RZ730 9.2 Channel Receiver/Booster. I will break my review into three main categories: your product, product delivery, and product support. My 5-star rating is for the product (see below,
assuming it's not damaged). According to the product itself, I love it! To match other people's reviews, I didn't expect it to be a professional quality speaker set for this price, although I'm very happy with the performance. I have a crisp high-end and booming low end with it tweaking my listening style. I bought a sub-waffer
Onkyo SKW204 independent of the collection and find that the performance that the SKW204 subwoofer was much better than the SKW-980 that came with this collection. Part of the reason the SKW204 is better is that the 204 has a frequency cutoff setting where it doesn't 980 and looks like 204 has more power than
980.In the case of product delivery, it was less than acceptable. The collection comes in a large box, bulking weighing in at more than 100 pounds. The box is clearly marked with a car lift, meaning there is no way one should be expected to handle it. So how did the YPS get through it? They left it in my front yard (see
screenshot). I'm not sure I'm responsive for this as the box that showed the car lift is placed inside another non-descriptive box. I finally opened it in my yard about support after the fact, I had issues with both Onkyo and Amazon. As I opened the box in my front yard, I was surprised to see a box in a box at first, then I
realized why. Onkyo's box seemed to have run it over a truck several times (see screenshots). The box was beaten, recorded together and beaten again. I expected there was major damage to the contents, but wanted to know for sure. After all, Amazon most likely didn't bring it back because the box was damaged.
Inside the box, all the molded styrofoam was lost. I chose everything and removed all individual speakers and I take them in. One of the surrounded speakers (SKR-980, just one that is accurate) had a damaged item (see image) but none of the other speakers had physical damage. i hooked every speaker up to the
amplifieer and . Time to test. They all worked beautifully except for one of the front speakers (SKF-980, just one to be precise). The SKF-908s have two 5-inch drivers and a soft cone Tweeter. One of the two 5-inch drivers was blown; after testing it, I pressed on the speaker cone (I have been working on sound systems
for decades and have learned how to do it the right way, if ever there is a right way) and it feels like either the sound coil is in contact with the magnet or there is some foreign object in between the sound coil and the magnet. After testing all the speakers and knowing exactly what was wrong, He contacted Amazon. I
explained that I needed two individual speakers (one SKR-980 and one SKF-980) because of the damage. In the much-shortened version of the story, the agent told me that all they could do was replace the whole collection. I explained that they had to come back to me with a new box and packaging so that I could get it
back; Well, Agent Amazon has an Onkio agent on the phone. Onkio's agent confirmed that they would not replace each speaker. I thought I would register the product with Onkyo and file a warranty claim. When I tried, Onkio told me I had to call Amazon, yet Amazon had already told me there was nothing they could do.
With no real option, I agreed to a 25% refund from Amazon and planned to repair on having a damaged driver (since you can find the Onkyo 5-inch, 3.5-driver Heum anywhere outside the collection). I live in Nashville, TN; music city . Speaker repairs here are relatively easy to find. I contacted a reputable company that
confirmed what I already knew: these speakers and/or parts are not readily available for them. They agreed to accept the challenge and take a look at the affected driver. Here's the problem: they're overwhelmed with work and can't take it for another three weeks (starting today, a full week after I've had this issue with
Amazon). So, long and short, it's a great sound system! Buying it, you are accepting the risk that it will work right first and will never require any repairs or replacements. Onkyo SKS - HT993THX - Speaker System - For Home Theater | SKS-HT993THX General Speaker System Configuring Speaker System Active
Subwoofer, Passive Satellite Sound System Power Device Miscellaneous Header Speaker Cable Kit, RCA Cable Speaker System Nominal Details (RMS) Output Speaker Details Center Channel, Main Channel, Subwoofer, Channel Surround (RMS) Total Power Output Harmonic Distortion Channel Frequency Response
20 - 100 Hz, 50 - 40 (first speaker) tweeter driver, advanced woofer driver Onkyo microfiber (A-OMF) technology driver/driver detail design (second speaker) tweeter driver, advanced woofer driver Onkyo Micro Fiber (A-OMF) driver technology/design driver details (third speaker) tweeter driver, woofer driver Advanced
Onkyo Micro Fiber (A-OMF) Driver Technology/Design Driver Details (4th) Speaker &amp; Dimensions Weight Details active subwoofer, center channel speaker, main channel speaker , surround channel speaker 15 in , 17 in, 6.2 in, 7.9 in 0.7 in, 10.8 in, 17 in, 17.5 in 11.7 lbs, 34.2 lbs, 7.7 lbs Service &amp; Support
Service &amp; Support Details If you're serious about eXperiencing THX-certified theater reference surround-sound Your entertainment space, look over the SKS-HT993THX package of Onkyo. Born in the legendary 70-year Hi-Fi Legacy, each speaker has been painstakingly designed, stitched, and independently tested
by Onkyo and THX technicians to ensure an eXplode soundtrack with rich layers of detail and immersed wide range dynamics. Solid MDF cabinets are fitted with either one (surround) or two (front LR and center) A-OMF woofer diaphragms that use layers of lightweight nakhalate polyethylene, cotton texture, and aramid
to achieve exceptional speed and accuracy, while high quality 1-inch soft-dome tweeters cleanly extend treble to 45 kHz. And since the speakers are sealed, you can position them almost anywhere even possible to ride the wall surrounded without compromising bass power or clarity. Rounding out this 7.1 channel 125
W speaker pack has been subwoofer, it has a high capacity cabinet and a 12-inch front firing cone filling the room with wall shaking bass kick. Forget the lightweight toys this beautifully finished full-fledged system is the most comfortable and cost-effective route to the THX multiplax sound. THX - Certificate of Reference
Theatre Surround Sound experiences THX in its entertainment space with the SKS-HT993THX package of Onkyo. Each speaker is independently tested by Onkyo and THX technicians to ensure that the soundtrack explodes with rich layers of detail and that the dynamics of the wide-spectrum immersed .8/19/2015
historical engineering and solid MDF cabinet design keep the minimum vibration. A-OMF woofer diaphragms use layers of lightweight polyethylene naftalate, cotton weaving, and aramid to achieve exceptional speed and precision, which means amazing powerful, clear sonicity. Solid, high-performance speakers because
of the seal speakers, you can position them almost anywhere. It may even be surrounded by mounted walls without compromising bass power or clarity. The powerful, bright bass rounding out this 7.1-channel speaker pack has been under the 125 W wafer. Cabinets with high capacity and 12 inch front firing room cones
fill with wall bass shaking. An important update on our valuable customer service if you are serious about experiencing THX certified theatre reference surrounds the sound in your entertainment space, look over the SKS-HT993THX package of Onkyo. Born in the legendary 70-year Hi-Fi legacy, each speaker has been
painstakingly designed, stitched, and independently tested by Onkyo and THX technicians to ensure the soundtrack explodes with rich layers of detail and immerses the dynamics of the wide range. THX – Sound surround theater reference certificate if you're serious about experiencing THX certified theatre reference
surrounds the sound in your entertainment space, look over the SKS-HT993THX package of Onkyo. Born from the legendary legacy of the legendary 70-year-old Hi-Fi, every speaker has been painstakingly designed, cooked, and independently By Onkyo and THX technicians to ensure the soundtrack explodes with rich
layers of detail and immerses the dynamics of the wide range. THX-Certified Theater Reference Surround Sound Features Overview Gallery Documents THX Experience in its entertainment space with the SKS-HT993THX package of Onkyo. Each speaker is independently tested by Onkyo and THX technicians to ensure
the soundtrack explodes with rich layers of detail and wide immersed dynamics. 2-Way Acoustic-Suspension 5 (12 cm) A-OMF Diaphragm x 2 Integrated Into Front Speaker 2-Way Acoustic-Suspension 5 (12 cm) A-OMF Diaphragm x 2 2-Way Acoustic-Suspension 5 1/8 (13 cm) A-OMF Diaphragm 2-Way Acoustic-
Suspension 5 1/8 (13 cm) A-OMF Diaphragm Acoustic-Suspension, Powered 125 W (Minimum Continuous Power, 6 Ohms, 100 Hz, 1% FTC) 2-Way, Acoustic-Suspension 2-Way, Acoustic-Suspension 2-Way, Acoustic-Suspension Acoustic-Suspension, Powered 5 (12 cm) cone woofer x 2 1 (2.5 cm) soft-dome tweeter 5
(12 cm) cone woofer x 2 1 (2.5 cm) soft-dome tweeter 5 1/8 (13 cm) cone woofer x 2 1 (2.5 cm) soft-dome tweeter 5 1/8 (13 cm) cone woofer x 2 1 (2.5 cm) soft-dome tweeter 6 1/4 x 17 1/16 x 7 13/16 (158 x 433 x 199 mm) 17 1/16 x 6 1/4 x 7 13/16 (433 x 158 x 199 mm) 7 7/8 x 10 13/16 x 6 5/8 (200 x 275 x 169 mm) 7
7/8 x 10 13/16 x 6 5/8 (200 x 275 x 169 mm) 14 15/16 x 17 1/2 x 16 7/8 (380 x 444 x 429 mm) Description additional information review (2) If you are serious about experiencing THX certificate of reference theatre surrounded by sound in your entertainment space, look over the SKS-HT993THX package of Onkyo. Born in
the legendary 70-year Hi-Fi legacy, each speaker has been painstakingly designed, stitched, and independently tested by Onkyo and THX technicians to ensure the soundtrack explodes with rich layers of detail and immerses the dynamics of the wide range. Dynamic.
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